
SHOT LIST: 
 
SCENE 1: Mind Sequence: 
Black screen fade into – Close up, track inside face. 
 
SCENE 2: Artist’s Studio – Painting Sequence 
 
Black screen fade into – Close up of Artist’s face against assemblage back wall. 
Mid-shot of Artist’s face against assemblage back wall. Artist paints. 
Master Wide-Shot. Top Corner, dust and haze in spotlight. Artist paints. 
Close-up Trickling Water. 
 
(Cutaways) 
Artists Tools – Tracking? Movement of light? 
Artworks 
Mid-Shot Nets 
Mid- Shot Mannequins 
Looking underneath glass with False Teeth inside it. 
Cages – Movement of light on Cage against the wall 
Close up of Mouse trap. Sharp spike, glistens. 
Shadow of Leaves blowing against wall. 
Devil Mask, Barn doors light on mask. 
Goldfish Bowl shot, underneath glass table. Fish Swims. 
Movement through Fresnel screens + variations. 
Hanging Eyeballs 
Piece of Meat squelches, lots of highlights 
Artist moves feet against sand, Black ball rolls. 
---------------------------------------------------------------(SCENE 2) 
Close up shots of mouse scurrying around the room, hunting food. 
Close up of Mouse’s tail wriggling 
Close-ups on Skin 
Close-ups of Makeup 
Macro CU, Mixing paint on Palette 
Close up, of paint harshly being brushed onto canvas. 
Distortion shot through fish tank of Artist Painting, fish swims in front of frame. 
Hard shadow shot of Casper painting against wall. 
Small Circular Track around Artist who paints. Head blocks the light briefly, move back into 
light. 
Master Wide Shot, Artist moves his feet. 
Close up, ball rolling off sand, out of frame. 
Birds-eye shot, Ball rolls into fabric and stops. 
Close up Feet moving off sand. 
Master Wide Shot, Artist places down paintbrush walks over to Cabinet. 
Close up, Feet on ground, Floorboard moves. Shallow DOF. Rack of focus. 
Tracking through Fresnel Screen, artist pulls dust sheet off cabinet. Movement of plant shadow 
against wall. 
Close Up, Shallow DOF, Hand pulling dust sheet. 
Wide-shot Under arm, Dust Sheet pulled off cabinet. 
Mid-shot of Head 1, Conversing. Eye-light 



Mid-shot of Head 2, Conversing. Eye-light 
Master Wide Shot, Artist by cabinet, muttering sound echoing around room. 
Close-up, Mouse continuing hunt for food. 
Close up, Side on Shallow Focus hand grabbing Paint. 
Master Wide Shot, Artist walks back to Canvas and squeezes paint. 
Close up, Paint squeezing and mixing of paint with brush. 
Close up Dollar Falls into Frame. 
Master Wide Shot – Dollar falls next to artist. 
Shallow DOF Twine Spinning. 
Shallow DOF, Dollar bill in Foreground, Artists hand comes into focus and he clasps the 
envelope. 
Master Wide Shot, Putting down Palette and picking up the envelope. 
Close up Opening Envelope. 
Shot from Below looking up, bill unravels falling into camera. 
Close Up of large number on bottom of bill. 
Master Wide Shot, Opening envelope. Unravelling bill. Confused look on artists face. 
Mid-shot mouse becoming restless. 
Close up of Blood seeping through paper. 
Over shoulder Blood seeping into paper, artist pulls away hand and inspects. 
Close up of Stigmata marks wriggling. 
Mid-Shot, slow motion. The artist looks up towards the ceiling. 
Close up of Dribbling blood on side of hand. Slow motion 
Shallow focus, looking up at blood dripping off Artists hand. Slow motion. 
Straight on at glob of blood landing into sand and splashing. Slow motion. 
Looking Up, Bill falls into Camera. Slow motion. 
Straight on, bill falls into sand. 
Birds eye, both hands wriggling and dollar bills wriggling out. 
Side on shot along floor. Shallow DOF, Dollar bills wriggle through floorboards. Artist grabs 
one bill which tears out of his hand. 
Close up Dollar Bill Tearing out of his hand and wriggling into hole. 
Close up of Dollar Tearing 
Mid-shot heads laughing. 
Mid shot of Mouse hunting. 
Master Wide-shot Artist standing up.  
Mid-shot behind artist kneeling up. 
Close up of heels moving 
Master Wide-shot Artist stepping back, tripping on glass ball. 
Close up, Shallow DOF, stepping and tripping on black glass ball. 
Close up, rapid movement of Table falling. 
Mid shot, Glass paint pot smashing against floor. 
Mid shot, Painting tools hitting floor. 
Master Tracking Shot, one complete circle with props beginning to move. 
Birds Eye, Needle scratching into Gramophone record 
Close up, Needle scratching into Gramophone, Shallow DOF. 
Mid Shot, window rapidly opening. 
 
Cutaways: 
Close up, Cage rattling 
Shadow shot of Cage moving against wall 
Close up, Light coming through Sun Mouth 
Close up, Table leg moving. 



Close up, glass balls moving. 
Wideshot, play of light across room. 
Close up, Meat Wriggling against dart. 
Close up, Shallow DOF, Dart pins into floorboard. 
Mid-shot, looking up at Pots of paints rattling and spilling. 
Mid-shot, looking down at glass goldfish bowl spilling. 
Mid-Shot of Mouse running a little faster. 
Close up, tail wiggling. 
Master Tracking Shot, Artist tries to stabilize paint pots. 
Close up of Artists Hands on Paint pots. 
Mid Shot, Background out of focus, Glass fish bowl falling, slow motion. 
Mid Shot, looking down, Fish bowl smashing against floorboards / sand, slow motion. 
Close up of Artist reacting, moving head towards frame. Flip of hair, slow motion. 
 
Cutaways: 
Wideshot of Props Rapidly moving. 
Close up, of smalls jumping out of the window. 
Close up, Meat wriggling along the ground. 
Mid shot, paint pot falling to the ground and splashing. 
Close up, Feet tapping. 
Close up, reaction shots. 
Close up, Tin Toys dancing 
 
Master Tracking shot, artist picks up Canvas paintings, struggling. 
Close up of hands picking up paintings. 
Master Tracking shot, Artist drops paintings. 
Mid Shot, Paintings falling onto sand by Artists feet, Slow motion 
Mid Shot, Shallow DOF, Balls flying in Air, Slow motion. 
Mid Shot, Shallow DOF, Sand flying in Air, Slow motion. 
Mid Shot, Paintings Dragging across the ground. 
Close up, cloud moving across room. 
Close up, sand moving below Artist’s feet. 
Dartboard rolling along ground. 
 
Montage: 
Mid-shot Shallow DOF, Fishing Net Falling across screen, Slow motion. 
Abstract imagery through Fresnel Screens, Slow motion. 
Abstract imagery through Fresnel Screens, Slow motion. 
Abstract imagery through Fresnel Screens, Slow motion. 
Artist’s face through Fresnel Screens, Slow motion. 
Eyeballs through Fresnel Screens, Slow motion. 
Mid shot, Fast Whip pan down to see artists feet moving. 
Close up, Artists feet moving. 
Close up, Nails coming loose from floorboards. 
Close up, Nails coming loose from walls. 
Close up, Meat wriggling 
Motion Blur of Feet moving. 
Crash zoom, into artists feet moving + tapping. 
Crash zoom, into artist face. 
Close up, glass smashing. 
Underneath Glass table, Fish jumping. Shallow DOF. Slow motion. 



Underneath Glass table, Feather falling and creating splash. 
Close up, blood Dribbling against sand. 
Close up, meat bleeding from Dart mark. 
Close up Spikes being hammered through Sketchbooks. 
Close up, Artist Blinking. 
Close up, Hands clenching. 
Close up, Painted eyes blinking 
Objects jumping out through the window. 
Close up, Movement of Black balls. Highlight on balls. 
Mid-shot, Cabinet un-dressing itself. 
Close up, Heads laughing. 
Close up, Paintings flying out of window. 
Close up, revealing mouse track. 
Close up, Spike of mouse trap. 
Tracking shot of Mouse’s Feet rapidly running. 
Whip pan of Mouse’s feet. 
Close up of Mouse’s tail wriggling. 
 
Master Tracking Shot, Artist is by the window, tugging paper drawings, room is almost empty. 
Corner Wide Shot, Stationary. Reveal room emptying, artist near window. Sand and glass balls 
moving. 
Close up, Artist stretching. 
Close up, Paper sketches tugging against artist and flying out window. 
Close up, Paper rapidly tearing.  
Mid-Shot, Movement of sand and glass balls against floor. 
Close up, meat crawling up window and jumping out. Reflection of meat in window. 
Mid-shot, Cloud flying out of window. Artist reaches for it. 
Close up, Shot of Artists Ribs stretching. 
Close up, Shot of Artists muscles contracting. 
Close up, Fingers reaching for cloud. 
Tracking shot of Mouse’s Feet rapidly running. 
Tracking shot, following the  Mouse running. 
Close up, White paint dribbling against the textured walls. 
Master Tracking Shot, Artist’s trousers tied to easel, untangling. 
Close up of easel rotating, with bandages attached. 
Mid Shot, Shallow DOF, Bandage in air moving. 
Close up of make-up peeling off Artist’s Body. 
Close up of make-up peeling off Artist’s face, eyes closed. 
Close up of Gel running through Artists hair, slicking it back. 
 
Montage: 
 
Close up, Paper Stapled + Whip Pan, Tracking. 
Close up, typing on Keyboard. + Whip Pan + Crash Zoom. Tracking 
Close up, typing on Keyboard. Rack of focus across keys. 
Close up, Paper being printed, fast motion. + Whip Pan, tracking. 
Close up, paper being sharpened. Good reflection. + Whip Pan + Crash Zoom. 
Close up, bills unfolding. + Whip Pan + Crash Zoom + Variations. 
Close up, paperwork unravelling. + Whip Pan + Crash Zoom + Variations. 
 
 



Mid-shot, cabinet filling up with paperwork, heads still conversing. 
Tracking shot of Mouse’s Feet rapidly running. 
Tracking shot, following the  Mouse running. 
Close up of Mousetrap + spike. 
 
Master Tracking Shot, The room being painted white. 
Static Corner Shot, Room being painted white. 
Close up, door opening. Light coming through Crack of door. 
Close up of Black and White tiles sliding through door. 
Master Tracking Shot, Tiles filling the floor. 
Static Corner Shot, Tiles filling the floor. 
Wideshot, dust coming through door gap, chair and drawers enter. 
Close up shot of table legs moving. 
Birds eye shot of Roll-top unfolding, reveal paperwork and keyboard underneath. 
Close up, Wheels of Drawers rolling. 
Close up, Metal Computer stand moving + Screeching sound. 
Close up, Large Fabric screens falling. 
Mid Shot, Shallow DOF, Fabric screens falling into shot. 
Wide Shot, Shallow DOF, Fabric screens fall. Artist is naked in middle of room 
Close up of Artist falling into chair. 
Underneath Shot of Artist sitting down. 
Tracking shot of Mouse’s Feet rapidly running. 
Tracking shot, following the  Mouse running. 
Close up of Mousetrap + spike. 
Mid Shot, Trousers running up artists legs. 
Close up, Movement of fabric against skin. 
Close up of socks and shoes coming onto feet. 
Close up Shoelaces being tied. 
Close up of Arms covered by Shirt. Hairs and goose-bumps sticking up on cold arms 
Close up of waistcoat covering shirt. 
Jibbing up tracking buttons being tied on Waistcoat. 
Close up of Artist’s face, eyes closed, wearing spectacles. 
Master Tracking Shot, revealing artist fully clothed. 
Rope and handcuffs coming through door. 
Tracking shot of Mouse’s Feet rapidly running. 
Close up of handcuffs locking around artists wrist. 
Close up of Key spinning in Handcuff lock. 
Close up of Rope tying feet to chair legs. X 2 
Tracking shot of Mouse’s Feet rapidly running. 
Close up shot of Mouse’s Eye 
Close up shot of Mouse Trap 
Close up, Door closing. 
Rapid tracking shot towards mouse trap, which snaps open. 
Close up, artist opening his eyes, which have clouded over. 
Close up artist stopping stapling. 
Close up of artist stopping sharpening. 
Close up Artist stops typing on Keyboard and brings his hands up. 
Mid-shot of Cabinet, filled with Paperwork. Heads looking around. 
Close up of Heads looking around. 
Close up on Artist’s eye, looking around and moving. 
Wide shot, Artist sat at desk, stops typing and looks around.  



Mid shot, Artist turning his head 
Corner Wide Shot, Revealing the whole room, where artist continues to type. 
Wide shot of Mouse, standing and happily eating block of cheese. 
 


